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Abstract—Device-to-device (D2D) communication underlaying
cellular networks is expected to bring significant benefits for
utilizing resources, improving user throughput and extending
battery life of user equipments. However, the allocation ofradio
and power resources to D2D communication needs elaborate
coordination, as D2D communication can cause interferenceto
cellular communication. In this paper, we study joint channel
and power allocation to improve the energy efficiency of user
equipments. To solve the problem efficiently, we introduce an
iterative combinatorial auction algorithm, where the D2D users
are considered as bidders that compete for channel resources, and
the cellular network is treated as the auctioneer. We also analyze
important properties of D2D underlay communication, and
present numerical simulations to verify the proposed algorithm.

Index Terms—Device-to-device communication, joint channel
and power allocation, energy efficiency, combinatorial auction

I. I NTRODUCTION

T HE increasing demand for higher data rates within
the available radio spectrum has stimulated various re-

searches on improving spectrum efficiency. Local area com-
munications have received much attention, as they can further
utilize the radio resources and increase cellular capacity.
Device-to-device (D2D) communication as an underlay to
cellular network allows user equipments (UEs) in close prox-
imity to communicate directly without data routing through
the evolved NodeB (eNB) [1]. These UEs share the same
resources with cellular users under the careful control of the
cellular network. D2D communication is promising for several
benefits. The high link quality enables high data rates and
low power consumption [1]. Besides, D2D communication
can improve the spectral efficiency of the system [2], and
achieve efficient load balancing [3]. Due to these potentials,
D2D communication has recently gained extensive attention.
D2D underlay communication is being studied in Third Gen-
eration Partnership Project (3GPP) for Long Term Evolution
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Advanced (LTE-A) system [4]. Industries have continued to
push this study item, and have been working on solutions
for D2D communication [5]. Moreover, D2D communication
can contribute to new types of wireless services, such as the
concert network [1], relay by smartphone [6], and proximity-
aware internetworking [7].

To incorporate D2D underlay communication into cellular
networks, some modification is needed, e.g., D2D session
setup management, peer discovery, and physical layer proce-
dures need to be designed [8]–[10]. Another challenge is that
D2D communication can cause interference due to sharing
cellular resources. Consequently, the system needs efficient
coordination of cellular and D2D communication to manage
the communication quality. Various allocation techniqueshave
been proposed to cope with these problems [2], [11]–[19].
In [11], [12], the optimal resource sharing mode and power
control were discussed under the spectral efficiency restric-
tions. In [13], the authors applied a power control method
which constrains the the signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) degradation of the cellular link to a certain level.
In [14], the closed form expressions of outage probability
for three different receive modes were derived. These works
mainly focused on only one D2D link. The problem of radio
resource allocation to D2D communication in a network was
formulated as a mixed integer non-linear programming in [15],
and a greedy heuristic was proposed to solve the problem. In
[16], the authors proposed a distributed suboptimal joint mode
selection and resource allocation scheme. In [17], the authors
proposed a sequential second price auction mechanism to
allocate the spectrum resources for D2D communications. As
is proved in these work, by proper coordination, interference
can be limited and D2D communication can greatly improve
the performance of the network.

In contrast to existing work, in this paper we consider joint
power and radio resource allocation for D2D communication,
and energy efficiency is considered as our optimization objec-
tive since the devices are handheld equipments with limited
battery capacity. The energy consumption of UEs includes
transmission energy and circuit energy. The circuit energy
consumption is the energy consumed by the circuit blocks
along the signal path. To characterize the non-linear effects
in battery, we employ the Peukert’s law [20] to model the
battery lifetime. Note that this paper allows multiple D2D
pairs sharing the same resource. This can further utilize
the spectrum, while prior work typically assumes that one
channel resource can only be reused by one D2D pair. We
introduce a combinatorial auction (CA) game to solve the
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allocation problem. Combinatorial auctions are multi-item or
multi-bidder auctions in which bidders can form combinations
called packages, rather than just bid individually [21]. The
concept of package in CA corresponds to multiple D2D shar-
ing the same channel. Furthermore, the valuation of resource
allocation depends on the combinatorial performance of the
UEs rather than individual UEs, which corresponds to the
valuations in CA. Hence, the resource allocation problem
can be formulated as a CA problem correspondingly. In an
iterative combinatorial auction, the steps of bid evaluation are
executed multiple times, allowing bidders to better express
their valuations [22]. CAs have already found applicationsin
allocating radio spectrum for wireless communications [22]–
[24]. The main problem and challenge concerning CAs is the
winner determination problem (WDP), which needs careful
consideration in designing the auction mechanism [25]–[28].

In our CA game, the D2D pairs are viewed as bidders, while
the cellular networks are sellers. The game has two nested
levels, the channel allocation level and the power control level.
In the outer level, each bidder has a utility function for the
channels, and multiple bidders can form a package that share
the same channel. The inner power control level is modeled as
a non-cooperative game. Some game-theoretic power control
schemes were studied in [29]–[31], and were shown to have
good performances in terms of energy efficiency. The co-
channel UEs are viewed as non-cooperative players. They
compete with each other and adjust their power to maximize
their individual payoffs. During the auction, the bidders submit
bids and the seller decides the allocation of the channels. The
auction runs iteratively until reaching an equilibrium state. We
design the mechanism of the CA game to solve the resource
allocation problem, and investigate some important properties
of the game, e.g., existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium,
and convergence. We also investigate how the performance of
UEs changes with the number of D2D pairs and maximum
D2D communication distance.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

• We propose to optimize the expected data during bat-
tery lifetime, instead of traditional energy efficiency. We
characterize the non-linear effects in battery by using an
empirical model (Peukert’s Law) for battery lifetime. The
proposed metric is a more practical indicator of energy
efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, previous works
have not considered such an objective.

• We study joint channel and power allocation for D2D
communication and we allow multiple D2D users sharing
a channel. We formulate this problem as a combinatorial
auction, where the two problems have close correspon-
dence.

• We propose a novel algorithm for solving the resource
allocation problem. We design a nested two-level game.
The outer level deals with channel allocation, and the
inner level deals with power control. The two levels are
jointly performed, rather than in a sequential order. We
also discussed the properties of our algorithm, and the
influence of system parameters rigorously.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

Fig. 1. System model of D2D underlay communication with uplink resource
sharing. UE1 is a cellular UE whereas UE2 and UE3, UE4 and UE5 are in
D2D communication. Directed lines indicate interference.

II, we briefly introduce the system model of the D2D com-
munication underlaying cellular network. Next, in SectionIII,
we formulate the resource allocation problem as a CA game.
We develop the two-level resource allocation, and analyze
important properties of the proposed game. In Section V, we
present the simulation results. Finally, we conclude this paper
in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a single cell environment with multiple UEs
and one eNB located at the center of the cell. The UEs and the
eNB are equipped with a single omni-directional antenna. The
system contains two types of UEs, cellular UEs and D2D UEs,
where we assume that their communication modes have been
selected. The cellular UEs communicate through the eNB,
while the D2D UEs communicate directly to each other in
pairs, and the two UEs in a pair are close to each other. The
number of cellular UEs and D2D pairs in the system areK and
D (D < K), respectively. There areK orthogonal channels,
and each cellular UE occupies an orthogonal channel. The
D2D UEs can reuse the channel resources occupied by the
cellular UEs, and multiple D2D pairs can share the same
channel simultaneously.

D2D session setup procedures are described in [1]. We
assume the eNB has perfect channel state information (CSI)
of all channels. The eNB allocates radio resources to D2D
UEs to make the system work efficiently. Moreover, the
cellular and D2D UEs adjust transmit power to coordinate
the interference between them. We also assume that the inter-
cell interference is managed efficiently with the inter-cell
interference control mechanism [14]. Hence, we only consider
the intra-cell interference.

A scenario of uplink resource sharing is illustrated in Fig.1
where one cellular UE (UE1) and two D2D pairs (UE2 and
UE3, UE4 and UE5) are sharing the same channel. UE2 and
UE4 are transmitters while UE3 and UE5 are receivers. The
two D2D UEs in a D2D pair are close enough to satisfy
the maximum distance constraint of D2D communication, in
order to guarantee the quality of D2D service. During the
uplink period of the cellular network, the cellular UE (UE1)
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transmits data to the eNB, while the eNB suffers interference
from D2D transmitters (UE2 and UE4). The D2D pairs are in
communication while the receivers (UE3, UE5) are exposed
to interference from the cellular UE (UE1) and the other D2D
transmitters (UE4, UE2, respectively).

During the downlink period, the cellular UEs receive data
from the eNB, and interference from D2D UEs sharing the
same channel. D2D UEs suffer serious interference from the
eNB, due to the large transmit power of eNB compared to
UEs, making it hard to guarantee the quality of D2D services.
Therefore, we focus on uplink frame of the network.

As illustrated above, during the uplink phase of the cellular
network, the eNB suffers interference from D2D pairs sharing
the resources. If D2D paird reuses the channel of thek-th
cellular UE, it receives interference from cellular UEk and
other transmitters of D2D paird′(d′ 6= d) sharing the same
channel. We defineDk as a set of variables representing the
indexes of D2D pairs that share the channel with thek-th
cellular UE. Each set is called a package. The channel rate of
k-th cellular UE is calculated as

rk = log2






1 +

pkgke
∑

d∈Dk

pdgde + σ2






. (1)

The channel rate of D2D paird (d ∈ Dk) is

rd = log2






1 +

pdgdd
pkgkd +

∑

d′∈Dk\d

pd′gd′d + σ2






, (2)

wherepc, pd and pd′ are the transmit power of cellular UE
k and D2D paird, d′, respectively.gke denotes the channel
gain between thek-th cellular UE and the eNB. Similarly,
gde represents the channel gain between thed-th D2D pair
and the eNB.gij denotes the channel gain between thei-th
cellular UE or D2D pair and thej-th cellular UE or D2D
pair. σ2 accounts for the thermal noise power at the receiver.
∑

d∈Dk
pdgde in (1) is the received interference power at the

eNB from D2D pairs inDk. pkgkd +
∑

d′∈Dk\d
pd′gd′d in (2)

is the interference power from cellular UEk and D2D pairs
d′ ∈ Dk, d

′ 6= d. The system sum rate during the uplink period
can be expressed as

rt =

K
∑

k=1

rk +

D
∑

d=1

rd. (3)

In this paper, the expected battery lifetime is considered as
an important optimization parameter. The energy consumption
of D2D UEs includes two parts, the transmission energy and
the circuit energy. The circuit energy is the energy consumed
by all the circuit blocks along the signal path [32]. It cannot be
ignored since it has an important effect on the battery lifetime.
Without loss of generality, we assume all UEs have the same
constant circuit power consumptionp0. Note that, the energy
drawn from a battery is not always equivalent to the energy
consumed in device circuits [20]. To capture the non-linear
effect, we model the battery lifetimel using Peukert’s law

l =
C

Ia
, (4)

whereC is the battery capacity.I is the discharge current.a
is a constant around 1.3. For UEi with transmit powerpi and
operating voltageV0, the expected battery lifetimeli is

li =
CV a

0

(pi + p0)a
. (5)

Here is a fundamental tradeoff for each UE between battery
lifetime and transmission rate. The transmit power needs to
be properly controlled to balance between the two aspects.
Therefore, we propose to maximize the expected quantity of
data transmission during the battery lifetime, i.e.,

ui = rili, (6)

which is also defined as the utility function for each UE. This
is a metric for energy efficiency, since energy efficiency is the
ratio of the quantity of data to the energy consumption. The
motivation for using expected data over traditional definition of
energy efficiency (transmission rate over power consumption)
is that this metric takes into account the non-linear effects
of batteries. Rather than the traditional instantaneous energy
efficiency, this metric characterizes the expected data during
battery lifetime, which is more practical, and better in captur-
ing energy efficiency. Note that this is a measure of expected
total data from one time instance, not the calculation of actual
data transmitted.

III. C OMBINATORIAL RESOURCEAUCTION

In this paper, energy efficiency is explicitly considered,
which is critical since the UEs are handheld equipments with
limited battery lifetime. We assume the channels of the cellular
UEs have been already allocated, while we study the allocation
radio resource to D2D UEs. In addition, the transmit power
of the cellular and the D2D UEs are jointly adjusted to
mitigate the interference in the network. We develop a two-
level combinatorial auction game, corresponding to channel
allocation and power control. The two levels are jointly played.
In the channel allocation level, D2D UEs are viewed as the
bidders while the eNB is the seller. Since multiple D2D pairs
can share one channel, the packages of D2D pairs can form
combinatorial bidders. The seller sells channel resourcesto
maximize their combinatorial utilities. Here, the combinatorial
utility for a channel refers to the sum of the utilities of UEs
on that channel. In the power control level, the co-channel
UEs are players, and they compete through power control
to maximize their own utilities. Through the interaction of
players, an equilibrium state can be reached.

A. Channel Allocation Level

In the system, there areD bidders (D2D pairs) andK
items (cellular UEs and corresponding channels). The D2D
pairs are combined to form D2D packagesDk, k = 1, 2, ...,K
in correspondence with thek-th cellular UE. The possible
packages are subsets of D2D pairs. The combinatorial utility
for the package is defined as the payoffs of all the UEs on the
channel, i.e.,

Uk = uk +
∑

d∈Dk

ud. (7)
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The utilities of the bidders can also be viewed as the virtual
money the seller receives. For each bidder package, the goal
is to maximize its combinatorial utility. The combinatorial
resource auction can be formulated as

max Uk, ∀k

s.t. Di ∩ Dj = ∅, i, j = 1, 2, ...,K, i 6= j
K
⋃

k=1

Dk = {1, 2, ..., D}.

(8)

Here, the first constraint ensures that a D2D pair can only
be in one package. The second constraint guarantees that
each D2D pair can be allocated one channel. This problem
is called the combinatorial allocation problem in CA games,
also referred to as the winner determination problem [22].
For the combinatorial auction, it has been proved that no
polynomial-time algorithm can be constructed for achieving
the reasonable worst case guarantee [27], i.e., the problemis
NP hard. We therefore propose an approximate solution to
solve the problem in a tractable manner.

We use a multi-round iterative combinatorial auction. In
the first round, the bidders calculate utilities and submit bids
for each channel. The bids are equal to the gains of the
combinatorial utilities compared to the initial utilities. The
seller finds the highest bid pair(k∗, d∗), and sells the channel
occupied by thek∗-th cellular UE to bidderd∗. d∗ will be
added toDk∗ . Then, every bidder recalculates utilities for the
allocated channel. We allow the channel to be sold to another
bidder, but the bidder cannot bid for more channels. The
auction process moves on until all the bidders obtain an item.
Then, the auction enters the second round. In the second round,
the seller adjusts the auction results to improve the outcome.
The seller tries to remove the bidderd (d = 1, 2, ..., D) from
packageDk (k = 1, 2, ...,K), and finds the bidderd† ∈ Dk†

that the combinatorial utility increase the most, and kicksd†

from Dk† . The kicked bidder bids again for other channels,
andd† is put intoDk† that has the largest increase in utility.
If the total increase from the adjustment is positive, the seller
is willing to sell the channel. Otherwise,d† is put back into
Dk† . The above process repeats until the packages cannot be
adjusted. We also set that each D2D pair can only be adjusted
once.

B. Power Control Level

When calculating utilities for bidderd and packageDk,
cellular UEk and D2D pairs inDk adjust power to maximize
their individual utilities. All the co-channel UEs are viewed as
players in a non-cooperative power control game. The number
of players isN . For simplicity, we denote the players using
index i = 1, 2, ..., N . Each player selects a transmit power
pi ∈ [0, p̄], where p̄ is the maximum transmit power for
each UE. The power vectorp = (p1, p2, ..., pN)T denotes the
outcome of the game. The utility function of playeri is defined
as the expected data in (6). We denote the utility function
alternatively asui(p) or ui(pi,p−i), wherep−i represents
the power of players excludingi. The game can be expressed
as

max ui(pi,p−i), ∀i. (9)

The utility of each user depends on its transmit power and
also on other players’ strategies. Given other players’ strate-
gies, the player can choose a transmit power that maximizes its
own utility. The strategy constitutes a best response function.
We also refer to the best response as the optimal powerp∗i .

Proposition 1: The best response for playeri is

bi(p−i) = min(p̃i, p̄), (10)

where p̃i is the maximum point in(0,∞), i.e., p̃i =
argmaxpi∈R+ ui(pi,p−i).

The proof can be found in the appendix. In the game-
theoretic scenario, the players make decisions and interact with
each other. It is necessary to solve for an equilibrium statefor
the game. A widely used solution is Nash equilibrium [33]. A
Nash equilibrium offers a stable outcome of a game in which
multiple selfish players compete through self-optimization and
reach a point where no player wishes to deviate. From another
perspective, a Nash equilibrium is the strategies that are the
best responses for all players, i.e.pi ∈ bi(p−i), ∀i. We have
the following conclusion on the existence and uniqueness of
Nash equilibrium in the power control game.

Proposition 2: A Nash equilibrium exists in the power
control game.

Proposition 3: The power control game has a unique equi-
librium if

p0p̃i +
Ii − σ2

gii
> 0, ∀i. (11)

The proofs can be found in the appendix. In a Nash equilib-
rium, every player achieves optimal power. Playeri’s utility
achieved at the equilibrium state is Since Nash equilibrium
exists and is unique, the equilibrium can be found using an
iterative algorithm according to the fixed point theory. We set
a sequence of powerpni , n = 0, 1, 2, ..., and update as follows

1) initialize n = 0, p0i = 0, ∀i, andǫ > 0;
2) update the power sequence using the best response

function pn+1

i = bi(p
n
−i), ∀i;

3) if |pn+1

i − pni | < ǫ, ∀i, terminate; else, goto 2).

C. Overall mechanism

The overall mechanism includes the above two nested levels
to jointly allocate channel and power. The outer level is
described in Section III-A, and for every step in the channel
allocation level, the power control game is played to determine
the optimal power. Specifically, when adjusting packages, we
use the iterative method in Section III-B to and calculate opti-
mal power and corresponding utilities. The overall algorithm
is summarized in Algorithm 1.

IV. A NALYSIS OF THE CA ALGORITHM

In this section, we analyze computational complexity of
our algorithm, and the signaling overhead to incorporate our
algorithm into practical networks. We also analyze the effect
of number of UEs and maximum D2D distance on system
performances.
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Algorithm 1. Joint Channel and Power Allocation Algorithm

1: Initialize D1,D2, ...,DK to be empty set;
2: Setupǫ > 0, U0

K×D the initial utility matrix,UK×D the utility
calculation matrix,PK×D the power control matrix;

3: for d = 1 to D do
4: for k = 1 to K do
5: Calculate optimal power if thed-th D2D pair shares

the k-th cellular UE’s channel:Pkd = bd(pk), using
the iterative method in Section III-B;

6: Calculate utilitiesuk, ud, Ukd = uk + ud −U
0

kd;
7: end for
8: end for
9: for d = 1 to D do

10: Find the maximum utility element(k∗, d∗);
11: Put d∗ into Dk∗ : Dk∗ = Dk∗ ∪ {d∗};
12: SetU·d∗ = 0;
13: Update other players optimal power and utilities for thek∗-

th UE’s channel;
14: end for
15: while true do
16: Initialize δ0 = 0;
17: for d = 1 to D do
18: If d has been adjusted, skip;
19: Find the packagek that d is in;
20: Try to removed from packagek, and calculate utility

U ′

k;
21: if U ′

k − Uk > δ0 then
22: d∗ = d, δ0 = U ′

k − Uk;
23: end if
24: end for
25: Mark d∗;
26: Setδ1 = 0;
27: for k = 1 to K do
28: Try to addd∗ to packagek, and calculate utilityU ′

k;
29: if U ′

k − Uk > δ1 then
30: k∗ = k, δ1 = U ′

k − Uk;
31: end if
32: end for
33: if δ0 + δ1 > 0 then
34: Put d∗ into Dk∗ ;
35: else
36: break;
37: end if
38: end while

A. Convergence and Computational Complexity

In this subsection, we investigate the convergence and
computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. We first
study the convergence of the iterative power control algorithm.
The following definition provides us with a description of the
speed of convergence [34].

Definition 1: Suppose{pn}∞n=1 is a sequence that con-
verges top∗, if positive constantsq andλ exist with

lim
n→∞

‖pn+1 − p∗‖

‖pn − p∗‖q
= λ, (12)

then{pn}∞n=1 converges toλ of orderq. Moreover, if q = 1
andλ > 0, the sequence converges linearly.

Proposition 4: The power control game converges linearly
to the unique Nash equilibrium.

Proof: We first prove that the power iteration sequence
is increasing by induction. The initial point isp0 = 0,
and p1 = b(p0) > 0 = p0. Supposepn′

> pn′−1

holds for n′ = n, n − 1, ..., 2. For n′ = n + 1, we have
pn+1 = b(pn) ≥ b(pn−1) = pn, where the inequality
holds from the fact thatb(p) is monotonically increasing
in p. Thus, the power iteration sequence is an increasing
sequence. Furthermore, the sequence has an upper boundp̄.
The sequence converges since an increasing sequence with an
upper bound has a limit [34].

Let limn→∞ pni = p∗i . At any iterationn, we can find a
sequencep′ni ∈ [0, p̄] such thatlimn→∞ p′ni = p′∗i . Sincepni
is the best response of playeri, we have

ui(p
n
i ,p

n
−i) ≥ ui(p

′n
i ,p′n

−i), (13)

and letn approach infinity,

ui(p
∗
i ,p

∗
−i) ≥ ui(p

′∗
i ,p

′∗
−i). (14)

The inequity holds for alli. Hence,p∗ is an equilibrium.
If ∂b

∂p
6= 0 near p̃, the iteration converges linearly [34].

We proved∂b
∂p

6= 0 in (23). Therefore, the iteration linearly
converges to the unique equilibrium.

Proposition 5: The channel and power allocation algorithm
based on CA concludes in finite time.

Proof: In the first round,D D2D pairs are allocated
sequentially. In the second round, when a D2D pair is adjusted
from one package to another package, the combinatorial
utilities are nondecreasing. Since there are a finite number
of combinations, this round takes finite time.

In the first round of the proposed algorithm, every channel
is evaluated for all D2D pairs, resulting in a computation
of O(KD). In the second round, since each D2D pair can
only be adjusted for no more than once, the complexity is
∑D

j=1
(D − j)K = O(KD2). Thus, the complexity of the

proposed algorithm isO(KD2). Here, for a given function
h(n), we denote byO(h(n)) the set of functionsO(h(n)) =
{f(n) : ∃ c, n0 such that0 ≤ f(n) ≤ ch(n), for all n ≥ n0}.
We compare our algorithm to the greedy heuristic in [15].
The procedures of the greedy heuristic is briefly described as
follows:

1) Sort queue of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for all uplink
UEs in decreasing order;

2) While not all D2D UEs allocated;
3) Dequeue one channel, which has the largest SNR in the

queue;
4) Allocate the channel to the D2D pair for which channel

gain is minimum.
The complexity for the greedy heuristic isO(KD). Our
algorithm has a higher complexity, but has a much better
performance, which is shown in Section V.

B. Signaling Overhead

Obtaining CSI between UEs and the eNB requires no
additional signaling overhead compared to existing resource
allocation schemes, such as proportional fairness and maxi-
mum carrier to interference. The additional information needed
in our scheme is CSI between D2D and cellular UEs, and CSI
between D2D pair UEs. At the beginning of the allocation,
the D2D transmitters send detection signals to estimate CSI.
The estimated CSI is then reported to the eNB. The following
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iteration process is all conducted at the eNB, and no signal
overhead is needed in the network until the control signal
forwarding. Also, channel adaption methods such as [35], [36]
can be incorporated into our resource allocation scheme to
adapt to large-scale channel variations, further reducingsignal
overhead. But this paper focused on near-optimal solutions,
and exploring various channel adaption techniques is part of
our future work.

C. Number of UEs

When the number of UEs in the network changes, the
performance of each UE changes accordingly. When the
number of D2D pairs in the network grows while the number
of cellular UEs remains unchanged, the utilities of the cellular
UEs will decrease. We prove this result as follows. Suppose
there areD D2D pairs in the system, and a new D2D paird′

comes in, channel allocation ford′ has two cases:

1) d′ reuses the channel occupied by thek-th cellular UE,
and the channel is not shared by other D2D pairs;

2) d′ shares a channel with other D2D pairs.

For the first case, thek-th cellular UE receives the newly
imposed interference by D2D paird′, and thus the channel
quality αk degrades. The equilibrium utility can be viewed as
a function of the channel quality for each UE. We take the
total derivative of the utility function atp∗k with respect toαk,
and get

duk

dαk

∣

∣

∣

∣

pk=p∗
k

=
∂uk

∂αk

∣

∣

∣

∣

pk=p∗
k

+
∂uk

∂pk

∣

∣

∣

∣

pk=p∗
k

∂p∗k
∂αk

. (15)

We can easily verify that∂uk

∂αk
= CV a

0 pk/[ln 2(1+pkαk)(pk+
p0)

a] > 0, ∀pk ∈ [0, p̄]. If p∗k = p̃k, from the first or-

der optimality condition we have∂uk

∂pk

∣

∣

∣

pk=p∗
k

= 0. Thus,

duk

dαk

∣

∣

∣

pk=p∗
k

> 0. If p∗k = p̄, we have ∂p∗
k

∂αk
= 0. We also

derive duk

dαk

∣

∣

∣

pk=p∗
k

> 0. This indicates that the equilibrium

utility for the cellular UE is monotonically decreasing with
αk. Consequently, the entering of D2D paird′ will make the
cellular UE worse off.

For the second case, suppose packageDk has playersi =
1, 2, ..., N , and the equilibrium utilities areu∗

i , i = 1, 2, ..., N .
After D2D pair d′ joins packageDk, the equilibrium utilities
are u′∗

i , i = 1, 2, ..., N and u′∗
d′. We are ready to prove that

u′∗
i < u∗

i , ∀i, which means that if a new D2D pair enters a
non-empty package, the utility of every player in that package
will decrease. In the new equilibriump′∗i , i = 1, 2, ..., N, p∗d′,
we can view the interference from D2D paird′ as a part
of noise, i.e.,σ′2

i = σ2 + p∗d′gd′i, i = 1, 2, ..., N , and have
σ′2
i > σ2. Moreover, we can prove that the equilibrium utility

is monotonically decreasing withσ2, since

∂uk

∂σ2

∣

∣

∣

∣

pk=p∗
k

=
∂uk

∂αk

∣

∣

∣

∣

pk=p∗
k

∂αk

∂σ2
< 0. (16)

Therefore, we haveu′∗
i < u∗

i , ∀i, which finishes the proof.
This indicates that the entering of a new D2D pair makes
every UE on the channel worse off. However, the new D2D

pair will gain from getting access to the channel. The converse
also holds that the leaving of a D2D pair from a package will
make the left players better off. We can also infer that with
more D2D pairs, the average performance for each D2D pair
will remain nearly the same, since the performance of D2D
communication depends more on the proximity of UEs rather
than the channel resources. On the other hand, if the number of
channels increase, the D2D pairs have more channels to choose
from, resulting in an improvement of D2D pairs’ average
performances.

D. Maximum D2D Communication Distance

In D2D underlaying cellular network, the maximum com-
munication distance between two D2D UEs is a crucial pa-
rameter. In network design, it can be used as a criterion for the
eNB to decide whether to set up a direct link between the two
UEs. If the distance between two UEs are within the threshold,
they can communicate directly. The main consideration here
is to utilize the advantage of proximity between UEs, which
enables higher data rates and lower power consumption. On
the contrary, D2D needs more transmit power for a large
distance, causing more interference to the cellular network.
To show this, we take the derivative of optimal power with
respect to distancedii between the D2D UEs in pairi, and
derive

∂p̃i
∂dii

= −
∂fi
∂dii

/
∂fi
∂p̃i

= −
∂fi
∂αi

∂αi

∂gii

∂gii
∂dii

/
∂fi
∂p̃i

> 0. (17)

The inequality holds since we have∂fi
∂αi

< 0 from (22), ∂gii
∂dii

<

0, ∂αi

∂gii
= 1/(Ii+σ2) > 0, and ∂fi

∂p̃i
< 0 from (20). This shows

that with a larger communication distance between D2D UEs,
the optimal transmit power increase, in order to overcome the
signal attenuation.

E. Fairness

Historical information can be used to ensure the fairness
of D2D users. We proposed in [37] to add one penalty term
to the utility function indicating the cumulative utilities. This
can be easily incorporated into our algorithm. In this paper,
we focus on maximizing energy efficiency.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide several simulation results to
evaluate the performance of D2D communication and the
proposed algorithm. A single circular cell environment is
considered. The cellular UEs and D2D pairs are uniformly
distributed in the cell. The transmitter and receiver in a D2D
pair are close enough to satisfy the distance requirement of
D2D communication. We focus on the uplink period of the
system. The results are averaged over 1000 realizations. We
assume that all channel coefficients follow the independent
complex Gaussian distribution, and free space propagation
pathloss model is used. The received signal power is

pr = ptd
−2
tr |htr|

2, (18)

where pr and pt are the received power and the transmit
power, respectively.dtr is the distance between transmitter
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND VALUES

Parameters Values
Cellular layout one isolated circular cell
Cell radius 350m
UE distribution randomly distributed
Number of cellular UEs 30
Number of channel resources 30
Number of D2D pairs 6-30, 4
Maximum UE Tx power 200mW (23dBm)
UE antenna gain 0dBi
Channel bandwidth 180kHz
Thermal noise power density -174dBm/Hz
Circuit power consumption 50mW (17dBm)
Battery capacity 800mA·h
Operating voltage 4V
ǫ 1mW
Realizations 1000
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Fig. 2. Transmit power with iteration times.

t and receiverr. htr represents the complex Gaussian channel
coefficient that satisfieshtr ∼ CN (0, 1). Main simulation
parameters are presented in TABLE I.

A. Convergence

We give one realization of the system, and plot the transmit
power of UEs on one channel with the iteration times in Fig. 2.
There are one cellular UE and two D2D pairs using this chan-
nel. Starting from 0, the transmit power is adjusted according
to the iterative power control algorithm in Section III. The
stopping parameter isǫ = 1mW. We can see that the transmit
power converges to the equilibrium in 6 iterations. Parameter
ǫ controls the speed of convergence. For a largerǫ, the power
control algorithm converges faster, but with larger error,and
vice versa.

B. Performance of Different Algorithms

As a comparison, we compare the performance of our algo-
rithm to the greedy heuristic in [15]. Since the greedy heuristic
only deals with channel allocation, we incorporate our power
control algorithm into the greedy heuristic. Specifically,when
a D2D pair is allocated, the transmit power of UEs on the
channel is controlled using our power control algorithm. We
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Fig. 3. System sum rate with number of D2D pairs.
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Fig. 4. System power consumption with number of D2D pairs.
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Fig. 5. Expected data per UE with number of D2D pairs.

also investigate the performance of our algorithm with fixed
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Fig. 6. Average rate per UE with number of D2D pairs.

transmit power at 50mW.
We first study the system-level performances. We plot the

sum rate of the system with different numbers of D2D pairs in
Fig. 3. We can see that all curves go up with more D2D pairs,
which indicates that with the joining of D2D communication,
the sum rate of the network is increased. This is due to the
proximity of D2D pairs such that UEs can achieve high data
rates. Our algorithm behaves better than the greedy heuristic,
and the absolute performance gap expands with more D2D
pairs. The relative performance gap when there are 6 D2D
pairs are about 10%. CA with fixed power achieves a higher
sum rate since it consumes more energy, which is illustratedin
Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows the sum power consumption of the system
with different numbers of D2D pairs. With more D2D pairs
entering the network, the power consumption of the system
increases dramatically. (Our algorithm consumes the aboutthe
same energy as the greedy heuristic since they use the same
power control scheme.)

We then study the performance of each UE. In Fig. 5
– Fig. 7, we plot the expected data during battery lifetime
per UE, average rate per UE and average battery lifetime
with different numbers of D2D pairs, respectively. It is ob-
vious that D2D communication performs much better than
cellular communication, about 150% larger in expected data
transmission, 100% higher in data rates, and 25% longer in
battery lifetime. With more D2D pairs entering the network,
the performances of each D2D UE nearly remain unchanged,
but the performances of each cellular UE degrade rapidly. This
is due to the fact that the newly entered D2D pairs bring
interference to the cellular UEs, and is consistent with the
analysis in Section IV-C.

In Fig. 8, we plot system energy efficiency with the number
of channels. The number of D2D pairs is 4. Note that we
assume the number of cellular UEs equals the number of
channels, since each channel is occupied by a cellular UE.
We observe that with the increasing number of channels, the
expected data for both the cellular and D2D UEs increases.
With more channels, D2D pairs have more resources to choose
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Fig. 7. Average UE battery lifetime with number of D2D pairs.
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Fig. 8. Expected data per UE with number of channels (cellular UEs).

from, and thus the performance is improved. However, the
increase is slow, which implies that the cellular UEs do not
have major impact on the performance of D2D UEs. On the
contrary, the performance improvement of cellular UEs is
more significant. With more cellular UEs and channels, the
average interference per cellular UE receives is lower, resulting
in a performance gain. We can also infer that when the number
of channels continues to increase, the performance of UEs will
not change dramatically.

C. Performance with Different D2D Distances

To study the effects of the maximum D2D communication
distance on system performance, we plot the UE performances
with different maximum D2D distances in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10,
where we use the ratio of maximum D2D distance to the cell
radius as the metric.

Fig. 9 illustrates the effects of maximum D2D commu-
nication distance on the expected data. The expected data
per D2D UE decreases dramatically with a larger maximum
D2D distance, about 40% per 0.1 cellular radius. With the
increasing distance between two D2D UEs in the pair, D2D
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Fig. 10. Average rate per UE for different maximum D2D communication
distances.

communication gradually lose its benefit of proximity. This
corresponds to the analytical results in Section IV-D. Whenthe
maximum D2D distance equals about 0.8 of the cell radius,
D2D has the same expected data as the cellular UEs for our
algorithm (about 0.6 for the greedy heuristic).

For a larger D2D communication distance, D2D UEs need
more transmit power to guarantee the quality of service,
resulting in more energy consumption and shorter battery
lifetime. This is shown in Fig. 10. The average D2D UE
battery lifetime shortens 2.5h with 0.1 cell radius increase
in the maximum D2D distance. When the maximum D2D
distance exceeds about 0.8 of the cell radius, D2D UEs have
lower battery lifetime than the cellular UEs.

The results show that limiting the maximum communi-
cation distance of D2D can effectively improve the system
performances in terms of battery lifetime and expected data.
However, in practical network, restricting the distance means
a smaller number of UEs can use D2D mode. Consequently,
there is a tradeoff between the performance of D2D com-
munication and the number of UEs using D2D mode. The

maximum D2D distance should be properly designed for the
practical systems. Generally, it should at least guaranteethat
D2D communication performs better than the cellular UEs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated joint channel and power
allocation for device-to-device communication underlaying
cellular network. We formulated the optimization problem as a
combinatorial auction, and proposed a joint channel and power
allocation algorithm, in order to improve the energy efficiency
for each UE. The proposed algorithm can converge in finite
rounds. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm
achieves better performances than the greedy heuristic and
the fixed power algorithm in terms of expected data, lifetime
and data rate. In addition, the results show that by using the
proposed resource allocation algorithm, D2D communication
underlaying cellular networks can increase the system energy
efficiency compared to the pure cellular system. Moreover,
Both analytical and simulated indicate that the number of
D2D pairs and maximum D2D communication distance have
negative impacts on the performance of individual UEs.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OFBEST RESPONSE

For simplicity, we denote the channel rate of playeri as
ri = log2(1 + piαi), whereαi = gii/(Ii + σ2) and can be
viewed as the effective channel quality,gii is the channel gain
between playeri and the receiver communicating withi, and
Ii =

∑

j 6=i pjgji is the interference received at the receiver of
the i-th player. Note that the channel qualityαi only depends
on other players’ transmit powerp−i. We take the partial
derivative ofui with respect topi and derive

∂ui

∂pi
=

CV a
0

(pi + p0)a+1 ln 2

[

(pi + p0)αi

1 + piαi

− a ln(1 + piαi)

]

{

= 0 pi ∈ (0, p̄);

> 0 pi = p̄.
.

(19)

Let fi = (pi+p0)αi/(1+piαi)−a ln(1+piαi). The above is
from evaluatingfi at pi = 0 givesp0αi > 0, andCV a

0 /[(pi+
p0)

a+1 ln 2] > 0, ∀pi ∈ [0, p̄]. Taking the partial derivative of
fi with respect topi, we have

∂fi
∂pi

= αi

1− p0αi − a(1 + piαi)

(1 + piαi)2
< 0, ∀pi > 0, (20)

sincea > 1. This indicates thatfi is monotonically decreasing
with pi. We already observedfi(0) = p0αi, and we also notice
thatfi → −∞ aspi → ∞. Thus, according to the mean value
theorem, there exists a unique pointp̃i > 0 such thatfi = 0,
and the point is the global maximum point for allpi > 0.
Considering the boundaries of the feasible set, we conclude
that the best response is given bybi(pi) = min(p̃i, p̄).
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF EXISTENCE OFNASH EQUILIBRIUM

A Nash equilibrium exists [33], if∀i

1) the set of strategies is a nonempty compact convex
subset of a Euclidean space;

2) the utility function is continuous and quasi-concave.

Obviously, the set of playeri’s strategies [0, p̄] is a
nonempty compact convex subset ofR, and the utility function
ui(pi,p−i) is continuous inpi.

Functionui is quasi-concave if for allpi, p′i ∈ [0, p̄] and
λ ∈ [0, 1], we have

ui(λpi + (1− λ)p′i,p−i) ≥ min (ui(pi,p−i), ui(p
′
i,p−i)) .

(21)
Without loss of generality, we supposepi < p′i. Whenp̄ ≤ p̃i,
fi > 0, ∀pi ∈ [0, p̄]. ui is monotonically increasing in[0, p̄].
Thus,ui(λpi + (1 − λ)p′i,p−i) ≥ ui(pi,p−i). When p̄ > p̃i,
we discuss the following cases:

1) If p′i ≤ p̃i, we havefi > 0, ∀pi ∈ [0, p̃i], and ui is
monotonically increasing in[0, p̃i]. Thus,ui(λpi +(1−
λ)p′i,p−i) ≥ ui(pi,p−i).

2) If pi ≥ p̃i, similarly we can deriveui(λpi + (1 −
λ)p′i,p−i) ≥ ui(p

′
i,p−i).

3) If pi < p̃i < p′i, let λ̃i = (p′i − p̃i)/(p
′
i − pi). We have

ui(λpi + (1 − λ)p′i,p−i) ≥ ui(pi,p−i) whenλ < λ̃i;
ui(λpi + (1− λ)p′i,p−i) ≥ ui(p

′
i,p−i) whenλ ≥ λ̃i.

Consequently,ui(pi,pi) is quasi-concave inpi.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF UNIQUENESS OFNASH EQUILIBRIUM

The Nash equilibrium satisfiesp = b(p), whereb(p) =
(b1(p), b2(p), ..., bN (p)). We know that the fixed pointp =
b(p) is unique for a standard function [29] defined below

Definition 2: A function is standard if it satisfies

• b(p) > 0;
• if p ≥ p′, thenb(p) ≥ b(p′);
• ∀µ > 1, µb(p) > b(µp).

Note the inequality of vector means that every component
satisfies the inequality.

The best response function is always positive, i.e.,
bi(p−i) > 0, ∀i. For the second property, by taking the partial
derivative of fi at p̃i with respect toαi and considering
fi(p̃i) = 0, we get

∂fi
∂αi

∣

∣

∣

∣

pi=p̃i

=
a

1 + p̃iαi

[

1

αi

ln(1 + p̃iαi)− p̃i

]

< 0. (22)

The inequality follows since1

αi
ln(1 + p̃iαi) − p̃i < 0 for all

p̃i > 0. Then, we take the partial derivative ofp̃i with respect
to pj , ∀j 6= i. Note fi = 0 constructs an implicit function of
p̃i andpj , ∀j 6= i, and derive

∂p̃i
∂pj

= −
∂fi
∂αi

∂αi

∂pj
/
∂fi
∂p̃i

> 0. (23)

The inequality holds since we have∂fi
∂p̃i

< 0 from (20), and
∂αi

∂pj
= −α2

i gji/gii < 0. We obtain thatp̃i is monotonically
increasing withpj, ∀j 6= i. Thus, the best response function

bi(p−i) = min(p̃i, p̄) is monotonically increasing withp−i,
for all i. This indicates that when other players use larger
transmit power, the optimal power for playeri also increases
to overcome the inference. We can also derive similarly
∂p̃i/∂αi < 0, which means that with a better channel quality,
the optimal power is lower.

For the third property, letα′
i = gii/(µIi + σ2), andf ′

i =
fi|αi=α′

i
. Sincef ′

i is monotonically decreasing inpj , ∀j 6= i,
we apply f ′

i to both sides ofµb(p) > b(µp) and get
f ′
i(µp̃i) < 0. To proveµb(p) > b(µp)), it is equivalent to

provef ′
i(µp̃i) < 0. We have

f ′
i(µp̃i) =

(µp̃i + p0)α
′
i

1 + µp̃iα′
i

− a ln(1 + µp̃iα
′
i). (24)

Sinceα′ > α/µ, a ln(1 + µp̃iα
′
i) > a ln(1 + p̃iαi). Consid-

ering fi(p̃i) = 0, to prove f ′
i(µp̃i) < 0, we only need to

prove (µp̃i + p0)α
′
i/(1 + µp̃iα

′
i) < (p̃i + p0)αi/(1 + p̃iαi).

We have

(µp̃i + p0)α
′
i

1 + µp̃iα′
i

−
(p̃i + p0)αi

1 + p̃iαi

=
(1 − µ)[p0p̃i + (Ii − σ2)/gii]

(µp̃i + 1/α′
i)(p̃i + 1/αi)

.

(25)
Sinceµ > 1, we derivef ′

i(µp̃i) < 0 if p0p̃i+(Ii−σ2)/gii > 0.
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